ON WITH THE FIGHT!

THE sitdown demonstration in front of Robinson's office was swell stuff; and what a turn-out we had for the May Day parade!

AND we're getting results, too. Charles H. Tuttle, chairman of the Administrative Committee of the Board of Higher Education, made an innocuous statement to the papers to the effect that 'no-body was fired yet and that Morris Schappes was still a member of the teaching staff.'

WELL, that's a little concession that doesn't hurt anybody. We knew all that before Mr. Tuttle told us so. What we want is definite assurance that Schappes will be reappointed.

THE Administrative Committee meets tonight. A tremendous sitdown demonstration beginning at 12 o'clock today will put us over the winning line, and following that, if a broad student committee appears at the Committee meeting along with a teachers delegation from all over the city, the Administrative Committee will make up its mind in a hurry to reappoint Schappes.

THEY say that it never rains, but it pours. This time some of the reactionary owners of the Campus, particularly President Louis Agost, have suspended it. It has been suspended because it has been a vigorous, progressive fighter, most recently in the Schappes case.

IMAGINE what a setback President Robinson will get when Schappes is reappointed! Imagine the boost to academic freedom and campus organization when the Campus is reinstated—ALTHOUGH ROBINSON!

SPEND YOUR OBEH HOURS IN LINCOLN CORRIDOR
KEEP SCHAPPEST COUST ROBINSON
REINSTATE THE CAMPUS
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